Abstract -In this paper, we address the issue of maximizing the lifetime of a static wireless ad-hoc network wherein the nodes are battery powered and have limited energy. In such scenarios, routing the traffic along shortest paths will lead to over-use of some nodes leading to premature network partition and an eventual end of communication. Network Coding is a promising technique that has been used, of late, by researchers for throughput improvement. We propose an algorithm that exploits network coding to route a set of unicast traffic demands, the objective being network lifetime maximization. The routing algorithm uses a link metric that takes care of the communication power consumption, the residual energy at the nodes and also the potential coding opportunities available at the node. Simulation results show that this algorithm enhances the network lifetime compared to the existing algorithms that do not employ network coding.
INTRODUCTION
A wireless ad-hoc network is a decentralized network, wherein the nodes forward data directly based on the network connectivity, without using any routers or access points. A typical example of such a network is the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The nodes are static and are batterypowered, and hence the major limitation of such networks is that their energy resources are non-replenishable. In such scenarios, extending network lifetime becomes a matter of paramount importance. Network lifetime is the time to death of the first node in the network (i.e. node runs out of battery).Hence, developing lifetime-maximal routing protocols for wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks have been an important area of research, of late. Numerous routing techniques for maximizing the network lifetime can be found in literature.
Most works on routing multiple unicast flows in wireless ad-hoc networks deals with finding paths and modifying it according to the varying network conditions. Many proposed routing protocols employ routing based on hop count, called Minimum Hop (MH) routing. Many authors Manuscript received January 11, 2014 ; revised March 19, 2014 have proposed the Minimum Total energy (MTE) routing scheme [19] , [21] , considering the limited energy resources available. The MTE routing scheme finds a path between the source and the destination that consumes the minimum amount of energy. But the major problem with MTE is that in course of finding the path that consumes the least energy, some nodes might get overused and exhaust their batteries soon. This may lead to network partition and reduced lifetime is the consequence.
To alleviate the above problem, many routing algorithms have been proposed. The max-min residual energy (MMRE) routing [2] selects a path whose minimum energy fraction will be the maximum after the packet has been routed. This ensures that paths having node with lower energy are discarded. Toh [22] proposed the Conditional Max-min battery capacity routing (CMMBCR) that combines the properties of both MTE and MMRE routing. For a given source-destination pair, it creates a set of paths whose residual energy fraction is above a threshold and chooses the minimum energy path from that. If no such path exists, MMRE routing is utilized. In [15] , an approximation algorithm called max -min zP min was proposed to maximize lifetime, which aims to strike a balance between MTE and MMRE routing, but here the incoming traffic sequence is not known apriori. Two routing methods were proposed in [12] by Kim et al.,which were named the Minimum Drain Rate (MDR) and the Conditional Minimum Drain Rate (CMDR) protocols, using drain rate as a metric. A realistic model of battery was considered in [18] . The batteries are found to show Rate Capacity Effect wherein, capacity of a battery decreases with increase in discharge current. There have been proposals to minimize these effects with proper traffic shaping, pulse shaping and burst shaping at physical layer [4] . The authors in [18] present a routing protocol which minimizes rate capacity effect and exploit the charge recovery effect of a practical battery to give maximum lifetime of the route discovered.
In [3] , the authors formulated the problem of routing a set of traffic demands as a linear programming problem, with the objective of maximizing lifetime. They also proposed a routing algorithm called Flow Augmentation (FA) algorithm, where the link costs reflect both the communication energy required as well as the residual energy at the transmitter and receiver. They showed that their proposed algorithm could achieve lifetime values close to the optimal value. Kang et al. [10] addressed the problem of enhancing lifetime for a single broadcast session. They formulated the problem as a min-max optimization problem and solved it using graph-theoretic approach. They proposed the Directed Minimum Spanning tree (DMST) algorithm, a globally optimal broadcast routing tree solution. An extensive survey on power optimization in routing protocols has been presented in [17] .
Network Coding has been found to be a potential candidate for network lifetime improvement. Network coding uses the concept of mixing (or coding) packets at the intermediate nodes, instead of just storing and forwarding the packets. Thus, the total number of transmissions required can be reduced. Although network coding was originally introduced as a technique for throughput improvement, it can also be used for lifetime enhancement. This is because, since the number of transmissions gets reduced owing to Network Coding, the energy that could have been expended for those transmissions is saved. This energy can be used to send more packets, hence an improved lifetime.
The basic concept of Network Coding can be explained using the Alice-Bob scenario depicted in Fig.1 . Here we have 3 nodes A, X, B sharing a wireless medium and with the constraint that only one node can transmit at a time. Suppose A and B want to exchange information with each other. If coding is not used, then A sends packet a to X, then B sends packet b to X. In the third transmission, X sends packet b to A, and finally X sends packet a to B, thus completion the information exchange. Hence four transmissions are required. On the other hand if network coding is used, then the first two transmissions remain the same. Now instead of forwarding the packets individually, node X will XOR the packets to form a single packet p = a ⊕ b, and broadcasts it over the wireless medium. Since A and B knows what they had sent, they can retrieve the required information. A performs a ⊕ (a ⊕ b) to get packet b and B performs b ⊕ (a ⊕ b) to get packet a. Thus one transmission is saved. Hence the throughput improvement is 33%. Looking from another perspective, 25% of energy has also been saved owing to the saved transmission.
A. Prior Work
The concept of network coding was introduced by R. Ahlswede et al in 2000 [1] . It was introduced as a technique for throughput improvement. Till then, many works have focused on improving network throughput using Network coding. The next substantial work was by Li et. al [14] which showed that linear network coding is sufficient to achieve multicast capacity. Koetter et al. [13] investigated the necessary and sufficient conditions for the feasibility of a given set of connections over a given network that uses linear network coding. They also showed that even if we restrict ourselves to linear codes, determining how to perform intersession coding is NP-hard. Hence, the focus has been on developing heuristics to reap throughput gains.
It was shown by Li et al. [16] that in wireless multi-hop networks with multiple unicast sessions, network coding can give benefits over traditional approaches. Network coding for multiple unicasts was addressed by Ho et al. in [7] with the restriction that XOR based network coding can be performed only between pairs of flows. Some formidable work towards practical implementation of Network Coding was presented by Katti et.al in 2008 [11] .The paper presents COPE architecture for wireless mesh networks. It was shown that significant throughput improvement could be obtained by using network coding. COPE architecture inserted network coding into the protocol stack between network and MAC layer. The problem of minimum energy broadcasting in ad-hoc wireless networks is known to be NP-complete. But if we use network coding, the problem can be formulated as a linear program and thus accepts a polynomial-time solution. The authors in [24] present a linear program formulation for the problem of minimizing the energy per bit when multicasting in a wireless ad-hoc network. Apart from energy-minimization problems, many lifetime maximization problems that incorporate network coding can also be found in literature [8] [9] .
Sengupta et al. [20] analyzed a joint coding-aware and interference-aware routing protocol for multiple unicast sessions in multi-hop wireless networks, with the aim of maximizing network throughput. But the above works assumed that the nodes were not energy-limited, which is really not the case in sensor and ad-hoc networks. The work by Gaddam et al. [6] addressed this issue and network coding was used as an energy-minimization technique. They formulated the lifetime maximization problem as a linear programming (LP) problem, and showed that network coding could improve network lifetime. They also explored the tradeoff between selecting paths where network coding is employed and network lifetime, and showed that aggressive coding can hamper lifetime.
B. Our Contribution
The above-said works on lifetime maximization using Network coding aimed at formulating it as a linear programming problem and solving for optimal values. But in actual scenario, protocols that can deliver the optimum values or values close to optimum are required. A recent work by Xia [25] tried to explore the idea of Joint Coding to find paths to route a set of unicast traffic demands in a wireless multi-hop network.
They developed an analytical framework to maximize throughput and also proposed an iterative algorithm to determine routes, keeping the mutual interference between flows into consideration.
In this paper, given a set of multiple unicast sessions to be routed in a static wireless multi-hop network, our aim is to route the traffic flows such that network lifetime is maximized. For this purpose, we employ network coding as an energy-minimization technique. We aim at proposing an algorithm that can route these traffic demands and incorporate as many coding opportunities as possible that can improve lifetime. The effect of path reconfiguration, update interval and effect of allowing multiple coding groups in a node will be analyzed. The effect of aggressive coding on network performance will also be explored.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe the system model and explain the various terms and notations used in the paper. In section III, we describe our proposed algorithm and some enhancements to the same. In section IV we present our simulation results and observations. Finally in section V, we present our conclusions.
II.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we explain the meanings of various terms and notations that will be used throughout the paper.
A. Network Model
The network model used here is a static, wireless multi-hop network. The nodes are deployed in a k×k m 2 square area. Every node in the network has identical wireless communication capability and is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna for communication. All the links in the wireless network are assumed to be lossless and have the same capacity C. Nodes run on batteries and the initial energy levels of node i is denoted by E i0 and residual energy level after n iterations is given by E i (n) respectively. Power consumption by nodes in wireless networks consists of three modes: transmission, reception and idle. The power consumption in the reception and idle modes has been assumed to be zero.
If d ij is the Euclidean distance between nodes i and j, then the received power is known to vary as −∝ , where α is the path loss factor .It usually varies between 2 and 4. So if the receiver sensitivity is K (say), then the power required at the receiver for proper detection of the signal is ∝ . For notational simplicity we assume K to be 1, so the transmit power P ij = ∝ .
The network has been modeled as a weighted, directed graph G = (N, A) where N is the set of nodes in the network and A is the set of links. A link (i, j) is said to exist if d ij ≤ R max , where R max is the maximum possible communication range of the node. Let S i be the set of all nodes that are directly reachable from i with its transmit power level. This model is called unit disk graph model [5] .
In the problem under consideration, we have a set of F unicast traffic demands to be routed across the network. Each traffic flow has a source node and a destination node. Each of the flows is assumed to have same data rate Q f . Hence, a traffic flow f can be denoted by ℱ ( , ). The power consumed by node i to send a unit of data to node j can be denoted by . Let ( ) be the transmission rate of flow f from node i to node j. Then the lifetime of node i under the given flow = � ( ) � is given as defined in [3] :
The network lifetime under the given flow is the minimum lifetime among all the nodes. It can be defined as follows:
The above two equations for lifetime hold when network coding is not used. The network lifetime formulation with network coding included, will be defined in the subsequent section. At this point it is important to define the notion of network lifetime used in the paper. It is defined as the time to death of first node in the network due to battery depletion. Looked at from another perspective, we can say that the total number of packets that have been delivered across the network is indicative of the network lifetime. If we assume the data rates of the flows to be 1 packet/time slot, then Eq. (2) reduces to the above notion of lifetime. The list of notations and definitions used in this paper is given in Table I . (q) lifetime of the network under the given flow q.
R ij
Maximum communication range of node i for flow j.
Update interval Set of coded-flow groups at node i. 
B. Network Coding Model and assumptions
The network coding model used here is a simple XORbased coding and one-hop decoding. This means that the coded packets will be decoded at its next immediate hop. The network coding model relies on a very important property of wireless networks, namely, Wireless Broadcast Advantage (WBA), whereby all the physical neighbors of a node receive the packets sent by it, irrespective of the node being the intended receiver or not. If network coding is introduced, nodes have to store the packets it overhears for some period of Consider k packets p 1 , p 2 ….. p k having distinct next-hops n 1 ,n 2 ….,n k ,being coded at a node. XOR-based coding implies that XOR operation is performed on all the k packets on a bitby-bit basis. Thus we get a coded packet = 1 ⨁ 2 … … . . ⨁ , of the same size as p i . This coded packet will be broadcast over the wireless medium to all the next-hop nodes. The above coding is valid if all the next-hop nodes have the information about all packets except its own destined packet. In other words, node n i has information of all packets p j (j ≠ i). Node n i could have received packet p j in two ways:
• node n i is the predecessor node for packet p j, or • node n i overhears the transmission of packet p j from the transmission of its predecessor. This is called opportunistic listening.
The first case requires that all three participating nodes be a part of both the flows. In other words, we have two flows in opposite directions. The second case is called opportunistic listening wherein a node overhears a packet not destined for it, for decoding purposes. The above discussion gives an insight to the existence of potential coding structures that can be found in a network. The basic coding structures are the Xstructure, Y-structure and Alice-Bob structure. Alice-Bob structure does not use opportunistic listening, while the other three structures utilize the advantage of opportunistic listening to harness coding advantages. Fig.2 (a)-(d) shows these structures where there are two unicast flows ℱ 1 ( 1 , 1 ) and
For all the above network coding structures, the first and foremost condition to be satisfied is that the relay node X must be part of both the unicast flows being coded. Let and be the two flows that will be coded at node X. The path selected for flow is given by ℱ = { 1 , 2 , 3 , … . , } and comprises of k nodes. Then for network coding to happen at X, we require,
The additional conditions to be satisfied for the coding structures are also given below, for flows ℱ and ℱ , j ≠ i.
Y-structure:
Alice-Bob structure:
Fig. 2 shows coding of two flows at a node. We can also have more than two flows being simultaneously coded at a node. Let the set of flows being form a coding group. Assume that there are ℳ such coded groups in node i. The coding groups can be denoted by ( ) consists of the set of flows that are being coded at node i in group k. When network coding is incorporated, there will be only one transmission corresponding to a coded group. The transmit power level is chosen such that the packet reaches the next-hop of all the flows in the coded group. Incorporating network coding into the routing algorithm necessitates a modification in the equation for network lifetime. Hence, the lifetime of node i under a given flow = � ( ) � with network coding incorporated is given as:
where,
The network lifetime under the given flow will be the minimum among all the nodes and is given by Eqn. (2) . As can be seen, K i is either zero or positive, indicating that lifetime of all nodes have increased, consequently leading to an increased network lifetime.
III.
LIFETIME MAXIMAL NETWORK CODING-AWARE ROUTING ALGORITHM
Network coding helps in reducing number of transmissions, and hence energy, by exploiting the mutual influence between flows. The problem addressed in this paper is to incorporate network coding into the routing algorithm such that the paths generated can exploit as many coding opportunities as possible and also ensure maximum lifetime.
It is known that using MTE algorithm tends to create hotspots in the network, thus reducing lifetime. In [3] , the authors proposed a metric that included the transmit power, the initial and residual energy levels at each node. The link metric proposed in [3] is given as:
where, and are transmit power and reception power respectively for communication from node i to node j. 0 is the initial energy level and (n) is the residual energy level at the node after n iterations. x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are non-negative weighting factors for each quantity. x 1 can be either 1 or 0. The reception power has been assumed to be zero in our work, thus leaving only a single term in the metric. To incorporate Network coding into this framework, a new term called "Network Coding Advantage" (NCA) has been introduced by us. It is defined as the energy expended by the node if it is sending a coded packet, to the energy expended in sending them, if they were un-coded. Mathematically it can be expressed as:
where, is the energy expended in transmitting a data unit(packet) from node i to its next-hop in flow f.
The lifetime of a link (i, j), also called residual link longevity [3] , is the maximum number of packets that can be sent through the link before the node runs out of battery. The residual link longevity after n iterations ( ), is given by
. Now consider the Alice-Bob structure in Fig. 2(b) . Let the central node be denoted by i and the other nodes be denoted by j and k. Without network coding, the link longevity is given by ( ) ∶= ( )/( + ). If network coding is used, the link longevity increases to ( ) ∶= ( )/ ( , ) . Thus we can see that the inclusion of network coding increases the link longevity by a factor � + �/ max� , � .It can be easily observed that this factor is, in fact, the inverse of . If we assume same initial energy for all nodes and all x i values to be 1, then the metric given in Eqn. (13) is the inverse of residual ink longevity multiplied by the node's initial energy. Hence the modified link metric after inclusion of network coding can be expressed as follows:
where, x 4 is also a non-negative weighting factor. If x 4 ≠ 0, then it indicates usage of network coding, and 0 indicates no network coding. The meanings of these parameters are given in Table II . An important point to be observed is that even though NCA is calculated for the coding node, the index value used is that of the receiving node. This signifies the advantage we get, by taking this node as the successor of the current node in the flow being constructed. If a coding opportunity emerges at the current node on selecting node j as successor of node i in the current flow, then NCA j is computed, else it is set to 1. Coding-aware routing using absolute residual energy metric CA_LMR (-, x, x, 1)
Coding-aware routing using normalized residual energy metric
A. The Algorithm
In this section, we present a heuristic called NetworkCoding aware Lifetime-Maximal routing algorithm (CA_LMR). In this algorithm, a modified version of Dijkstra's algorithm has been used that takes care of finding paths with coding opportunities. In every iteration, the algorithm finds the shortest path for flow ∈ ℱ . Packets are sent through this path until the next routing information update. The update interval is denoted as λ, which means that λ packets from every flow will be routed before the next update. At every update, the residual node energy is calculated, the link costs are recomputed and the shortest path algorithm is run again. The algorithm stops when any of the nodes run out of energy. The total number of packets routed till then is indicative of network lifetime.
The CA_LMR algorithm uses the link metric as given in Eqn. (15) . When the algorithm selects the successor node of the current node in the current flow, it checks whether selecting this node as the successor of the current node in the current flow can create coding opportunities at the current node with the existing flows". Hence the relaxation criterion as used in Dijlstra's algorithm has been modified to incorporate network coding advantage. This modified relaxation criteria forms the crux of the algorithm. The modified relaxation criterion is given below:
A similar work on incorporating network coding into a routing framework can be found in [25] . Here they use an iterative algorithm, which has been termed NCA_Dijkstra algorithm. However our proposal differs from theirs in many aspects. Firstly, their aim is minimization of total number of transmissions, while our algorithm aims at enhancing lifetime. Our algorithm formally incorporates network coding into the routing metric and avoids an iterative approach. This aspect is absent in the work in [25] and is the novelty of this work.
To find whether coding opportunity exists at a node, we make use of the knowledge of potential coding structures depicted in Fig. (2) . If opportunistic listening is not allowed, then only Alice-Bob structure is the possible coding structure. If opportunistic coding is allowed, then we need to explore the existence of any of the 4 potential coding structures at a node. The CA_LMR algorithm in its simplest form employs opportunistic listening and allows only a single coded group per node. The CA_LMR algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm. 1 . CA_LMR( , , , ) algorithm

Require: Network G = (N,A)
Require : F traffic demands, � , � , ∀ ∈ Ensure : all paths are laid and data transfer occurs till network death 1: while ( > 0 , ∀ ∈ ) 2:
for f = 1 to F do
3:
Run NCA_ DIJKSTRA (G, sf, df) algorithm for the given flow ℱ ( , )
4:
Update the path ℱ and coding opportunities at each node. 5: end for 6:
for p = 1 to λ do 7:
Send a packet through each of the shortest paths.
8:
if ≤ 0 for at least one node then 9: break 10:
end if 11: end for 12: end while Algorithm 1 shows the proposed CA_LMR(x 1 , x 2, x 3 , x 4 ). The NCA_DIJKSTRA algorithm, as given in Algorithm 2, is called for every flow and it generates paths keeping into account, the existing flows. The NCA_DIJKSTRA algorithm uses 2 new fields when compared to the traditional Dijkstra's algorithm. Also, for every neighbor of the current node, a function named NET_COD, given as Function1 is called, which takes care of finding the coding opportunities and computing NCA.
C. Reconfiguring the paths and multi-group coding
The CA_LMR algorithm lays the paths in a sequential manner. While finding paths, the algorithm detects whether some form of coding is possible with the existing flows, that can improve lifetime. Evidently, the first flow has no existing flows to check with, and the final flow being laid will have all other paths at its disposal. So, we propose a path reconfiguration scheme so that more coding chances can be discovered.
After the first iteration, all paths have been generated. We now remove the first flow and lay it once again taking into account the existence of other flows. This is continued sequentially for other flows as well. Thus we iterate the algorithm a few times (NUM_ITERATIONS) or till all the paths converge, whichever is earlier. The modified algorithm is termed as CA_LMR_CONF(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ), and is given below as Algorithm 3.
In section II, it was mentioned that there are ℳ coded groups in each node i. Each coded group can have two or more flows. If there is no coding at node i, then its value is zero. At this point, two alternatives are possible: either we allow only a single coding group at a node or we allow multiple coding groups. Allowing multiple coded groups in a node would result
Algorithm. 3 . CA_LMR_CONF( , , , ) algorithm
Require: network G = (N,A)
for k = 1 to NUM_ITERATIONS do 3:
for f = 1 to F do 4:
Remove flow f and the dependent coding opportunities.
5:
Run NCA_ DIJKSTRA (G, sf, df) algorithm for the given flow ℱ ( , ) pair.
6:
Update the path ℱ and coding opportunities at each node.
7:
end for 8:
if all paths converge then 9: break 10:
end if 11:
end for 12:
for p = 1 to λ do 13:
Send a packet through each of the shortest paths. 14: copy back the network coding details into the respective nodes 31: end while in increased complexity in terms of the buffer space required and the number of comparisons required. In this paper, CA_LMR_SCG denotes single coded group and CA_LMR_MCG denotes multiple coded groups.
The pseudo-code presented in Algorithm 1 and 2 is applicable for multiple-coded groups case also. It reduces to single-coded group case when ℳ , as given in algorithm 2, is limited to one.
C. Complexity Analysis
As explained before, the CA_LMR algorithm is a modified version of Dijksta's algorithm. The complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is known to be O(N 2 ) if the labeled vertices are stored in an array or list. A quick analysis of the pseudo-code reveals that the algorithm differs from Dijkstra's algorithm at the point where we check all the neighbours of the current node. At this point, we have to compare the current flow with all the existing flows in the network. In the best case, there are no flows to be compared with, and in the worst case, all the F-1 flows are there to be compared.
In our proposed algorithm, the labeled vertices are stored in a list. The computational complexity of adding a vertex or decreasing the distance of a vertex is O (1) . To extract the minimum vertex we examine each labeled vertex for a cost of O(N). There are N-1 calls to find the node with minimum cost.
At any point in the shortest-path computation, there are at most N labeled vertices. Hence the above operations add a computational cost of O(N 2 ). There |A| labeling operations and less than |A| calls to reduce the cost which together add a cost of O(|A|), where A is the set of edges.. Thus the computational complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm using an array or list to store the labeled vertices is O(N 2 + A) = O(N 2 ). In this modifed algorithm, for every neighbor of the current node, there are a maximum of F comparisons. Once a working node is fixed, these comparisons are made for all possible neighbours, and then the minima is extracted from the list. Hence, the complexity of the algorithm is given by (| | 2 ).
IV.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the existing algorithms. We compare our algorithm with minimum-hop based routing (MH), Minimum total energy routing (MTE) and Flow Augmentation (FA) algorithm [3] . The proposed algorithm has been simulated in C programming language.
The simulation setup consists of N nodes randomly distributed in 50m*50m area, constituting a static, wireless multi-hop network. The nodes are equipped with omnidirectional antenna. The maximum transmission range of each node is set to 25m, i.e. j ∈ S i if d ij < 25m. The path loss factor α has been set to 2. The reception energy and idle mode energy has been assumed to be negligible compared to the transmit power. The energy spent in sending control packets and such other overheads are ignored in the simulation. All the simulations have been averaged over 50 randomly generated networks. The paths are computed using a modified Dijkstra's algorithm in a centralized manner. A distributed implementation of the same algorithm is also possible.
In the simulation, we have assumed lossless wireless links. Though practically not feasible, it suffices for our simulation, because we are comparing the performance of several algorithms under the same conditions. If lossy links are assumed, then there will be packet losses and consequently, packet retransmissions. Since network coding is being employed, it will help reduce the total number of retransmissions also, thus enhancing the lifetime. The network model used in the simulation assumes the lower layers in the stack to be ideal. The proposed algorithm computes the shortest paths for the F randomly generated unicast flows, all having the same data-rate. If in a static multi-hop wireless network we have varying degree of unreliability among the wireless links the routing problem takes a very different shape [26] even in a situation where network coding is not used. Then an energy optimal routing under delay constraint may strongly tend to prefer certain counter intuitive longer hop count paths containing low energy nodes in order to avoid some highly unreliable ("blacklisted") links to protect itself from the overhead of repeated retransmission which effectively modifies both the energy and delay cost of a path for the worse. This may obscure out the real tricks and methods that one may be able to reveal regarding finding and utilizing network coding opportunities. As this problem takes quite a different shape we believe it deserves a thorough different type of investigation in future. if ( ℳ ≠ 0) then 2:
for i = 1 to ℳ do
3:
if flow f can be coded with flows in group i then 4:
Compute Add the flow f to un-coded flows list
30: end if
The performance metrics that will be used for comparison are network lifetime (L), transmissions per flow (TPF), Energy per packet (EPP), and Standard Deviation (STDEV). Network lifetime is the time to death of the first node in the network. In our work, the total number of packets that has been reliably delivered across the network is considered as network lifetime. TPF [25] is the ratio of total number of transmissions to the total number of successfully delivered packets. EPP [23] is the average energy expended in transmitting a packet from its source to destination. Standard Deviation (STDEV) of residual energy at the nodes is a measure of how well the traffic has been balanced across the nodes in the network. In all the figures network lifetime is measured in terms of number of packets the network could route before its "death".
The proposed algorithm CA_LMR, in its simplest form uses network coding with opportunistic listening and allows only a single coded group per node (CA_LMR_OPP_SCG). The advantage obtained by allowing multiple coded groups in a node and path reconfiguration will be dealt with later. In our simulation, CA_LMR(1,x,y,0) is similar to FA(1,x,y) except for the fact that reception energy has not been accounted for in our algorithm. Also CA_LMR(0,0,0,0) and CA_LMR(1,0,0,0) denote MH and MTE routing respectively. ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) algorithms for different number of nodes and a fixed number of traffic demands. There are 40 flows to be routed across the network and the update interval λ has been set to 1. All nodes have the same initial energy of 10 5 units. Fig. 3 shows that the proposed algorithm gives an improved lifetime over the existing algorithms that do not use network coding. It was shown in [3] that FA(1,10,10) works best for multiple flow cases. It can be seen that CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) gives an enhanced lifetime over CA_LMR (1,1,0,1) . It can also be seen that as N increases, the relative increase in lifetime over the other schemes is more. This emphasizes the usefulness of network coding in larger networks.
A. Performance of CA_LMR(x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ) algorithm
The plot of transmissions per flow is depicted in Fig.  4 . It can be seen that minimum hop routing gives the lowest TPF, which is very obvious since it takes the path with lowest number of hops, hence lowest number of transmissions. An important point to be observed is that inclusion of network coding helps reduce the number of transmissions required to deliver a set of packets, and hence gives a lower TPF compared to no-coding case for both CA_LMR(1,1,0,1) and CA_LMR (1,10,10,1) .
A look at the energy expended per packet in different schemes in Fig. 5 reveals that MH routing spends the most energy and MTE expends the least. This is because hop-based routing tries to minimize the hop count, and hence to attain that, it expends large power to reach their next-hops. Among CA_LMR(1,1,0,0), ie. FA(1,1,0) and CA_LMR(1,10,10,0) ie. FA (1, 10, 10) , the former one spends lesser energy. It can be observed that inclusion of network coding reduces the energy spent per packet in both cases. Fig 6 shows the standard deviation of residual energy at the nodes after the network's death. It is a measure of the traffic balancing capability of the routing scheme among the nodes. It can be seen that CA_LMR(1,10,10,0) or equivalently FA(1,10,10) performs much better compared to all the other schemes. Contrary to the previous cases, the standard deviation increased when network coding was used. Despite this load balancing, much improvement in lifetime could not be obtained because energy expended per packet (EPP) for CA_LMR(1,10,10,0) is higher. 10,10,1 ). There is a constant 2% difference between both the schemes. But as it was shown, the lifetime of CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) is higher. This is attributed to the excellent traffic balancing property of CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) as depicted in Fig.6 . Though CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) utilizes lesser coding opportunities and selects paths with slightly higher energy consumption, it utilizes the energy of the nodes in the best possible way. Fig.7 shows the plot of lifetime against number of flows employing CA_LMR(1,1,0,1) algorithm. It was observed that for a fixed number of nodes (i.e. a fixed energy pool), network lifetime increases with the number of traffic flows. The relative increase in lifetime with increase in node count is also evident from the figure. Another point to be observed is that the improvement obtained in lifetime, is much more pronounced in a network with larger number of nodes. This is because the numbers of coding chances rise due to presence of more number of flows, which account for the improved lifetime.
B. Effect of inclusion of reconfiguration and multiple codedgroups
We compare the lifetime obtained by using CA_LMR (1,1,0,1) , and then including path reconfiguration and multiple coded-groups, for a scenario with 40 flows, a path loss factor of 2, all nodes with initial energy of 10 4 units, and varying number of nodes. CA_LMR_CONF_MCG denotes the proposed algorithm with path reconfiguration and multiple coded-groups. Fig. 8 shows the network lifetime using CA_LMR(1,1,0,0) (I,e. FA (1,1,0) ) and all variants of CA_LMR (1,1,0,1) . The maximum number of iterations for path reconfiguration was fixed as 10. It was seen that most times the paths converged in 2 to 3 iterations. It can be observed that CA_LMR_CONF and CA_LMR gave similar lifetime values. This shows that the algorithm, in its simple form itself is sufficient to find lifetime-maximal paths. However, allowing multiple codedgroups in the node was found to improve network lifetime by around 7-8% compared to single-coded groups.
The effect of inclusion of path reconfiguration and multiple-coded groups on transmissions per flow (TPF) is depicted in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that reconfiguration doesn't give a significant improvement either in lifetime or in TPF. This is due to the fact that the algorithm, in its first iteration itself helps find most coding opportunities. However, allowing multiple coding groups per node helps in reducing the number of transmissions, by discovering more coding opportunities.
The increase in coding opportunities by allowing multiple coded groups is evident from Fig. 10 . The percentage of coded transmissions increases from 14% to 34% on inclusion of multiple coded groups for a 60-node network. The reason for this increase is that in single coded-group case, the maximum number of coding opportunities possible is N, hence many coding spots have to be dropped in that case. This problem is rectified by allowing as many coding groups as possible.
For a scenario with fixed number of nodes and varying number of traffic demands, network lifetime was found to increase with inclusion of multiple-coded groups and also with increase in number of flows. This is due to availability of more number of coding opportunities. It was observed that in single coded-group case, the percentage of coded transmissions increase up to a certain number of flows, and then reduces as in Fig. 11 . This is due to the fact that the total coding chances are restricted by the number of nodes in the network. This explains the necessity of allowing multiple coded-groups per node.
C. Effect of update interval on lifetime
In practical networking scenario, the frequency of updates is a very important issue. More frequent updates require exchange of many control packets and eventually higher overhead. In this section, analyze the effect of update interval on lifetime. There are 40 flows to be routed and all nodes have same initial energy of 10 5 units. The effect of update interval on lifetime for CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) is depicted in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that if the updates are more frequent, the lifetime obtained is more. Lifetime of the network is least if the network is not updated at all.
An interesting point to be observed is the effect of update interval on lifetime for CA_LMR(1,1,0,1) algorithm (i.e, FA (1,1,0) ), shown in Fig. 13 . When no update is done, the lifetime is the least as in the above case. But here, the lifetime values are less sensitive to update intervals.
It can be seen that update intervals of 1 and 5 give almost the same lifetime values, while the decrease in lifetime is less steeper compared to CA_LMR(1,10,10,1) algorithm. The energy consumed in exchange of control packets for routing updates has been ignored in this work. But if it is included, it also takes up a share of the node's energy. The CA_LMR(1,1,0,1) algorithm can then be employed keeping a large update interval. This will reduce the lifetime marginally, but will save a lot of energy that would have been spent in routing updates. Keeping these things into consideration, it can be said that CA_LMR(1,1,0,1) will perform better .
D. Effect of aggressive coding
It can be observed that increasing the value of x 4 in the routing metric paves way for exploring and utilizing many more network coding opportunities in the network. Thus, we can say that the value of x 4 is indicative of the aggressiveness of network coding. In this subsection, we analyze the effect of employing aggressive coding in our proposed algorithm, on network performance. We analyze the effects on CA_LMR_MCG (1,1,0,x 4 ) and CA_LMR_MCG(1,10,10,x 4 ). There are 40 flows to be routed in a 40-node network and all nodes have initial energy of 10 4 units. Fig.14 shows the effect of aggressive coding on network lifetime using CA_LMR_MCG (1,1,0,x 4 ) . It can be seen that lifetime is highest when x 4 is set to 1, and the lifetime decreases as x 4 increases. This shows that, even though coding can improve lifetime, excessive network coding can hamper lifetime. This fact was also demonstrated in [6] . The reason for this is that as we make the algorithm find more opportunities, the routing schemes tends to select longer and complex paths and this results in greater power usage per node and the network dies off relatively early. Fig. 15 shows the effect of aggressive coding on the energy expended per packet (EPP) for CA_LMR_MCG(1,1,0,x 4 ) algorithm. It was already shown that energy per packet is higher in the absence of network coding. However EPP dips to the minimum value at around x 4 = 1 or 2, and then again it starts increasing. This shows that from an energy efficiency point of view, network coding should be done but not in excess. The reason for the increase is that, the algorithm starts taking longer and complex paths in pursuit of coding chances, and eventually ends up spending more energy. 
CONCLUSION
In wireless ad-hoc networks with limited energy resources coding-aware routing is an important issue [27] [28] [29] . It has also been seen that MTE routing is not a good solution in this context from lifetime perspective.. In our work, we propose a routing algorithm that exploits the network coding opportunities to enhance network lifetime. The algorithm aims to maximize the information transferred between the sourcedestination pairs which is indicative of network lifetime. The CA_LMR algorithm uses network coding with opportunistic listening and has been found to enhance network lifetime over existing algorithms. The effect of inclusion of multiple codedgroups per node and path reconfiguration was also explored. It was found that multiple coded-groups per node increased the number of coded transmissions to a significant extent. The effect of routing update intervals was also studied. In future work, we aim to study the effects of overhead on the performance of the algorithm and also aim to implement a distributed version of the algorithm. The concept of cooperative communication [30] can also be incorporated into the routing framework.
